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Automotive Defense Specialists, a Law Firm Specializing in Bureau of
Automotive Repair Issues, Announces Blog Posts on Brake and Lamp
Inspection Issues

Automotive Defense Specialists is a top California law firm specializing in Bureau of
Automotive Repair defense cases. Growing concern over expansion of SMOG Check and STAR
program issues has spurred the firm to post new topics to its blog.

Santa Monica, CA (PRWEB) January 25, 2016 -- Automotive Defense Specialists, a California law firm of
attorneys with expertise in Bureau of Automotive Repair criminal cases, is proud to announce new coverage on
its blog concerning both braking and brake light systems for California SMOG check stations and participants
in its STAR program who may be concerned about undercover car activity.

“We have seen an uptick in concern over possible criminal liability by California Brake and Lamp station
owners as well as technicians," explained William Ferreira of the Specialized Law Firm of Automotive Defense
Specialists. “Our blog is meant to make commentary on industry issues, and among the newer issues is a
possible expansion by the Bureau into brake and lamp inspection prosecutions.”

To read the first blog posts in the series, visitors are encouraged to visit the company's blog. There, in
chronological order, are posts to the blog. To go directly to a post discussing braking system issues vis-a-vis
possible criminal liability please visit http://automotivedefense.com/?p=1533. To view the post concerning
brake light issues, please visit http://automotivedefense.com/?p=1530.

More than SMOG is a Concern to those Regulated by the Bureau of Automotive Repair

With the Bureau of Automotive Repair stepping up enforcement of California's complex regulations regarding
SMOG check stations, including those participating in the so-called STAR program, there is increasing interest
in both administrative and criminal potential actions. While most of the attention is on a) the SMOG Check
issues as well as related STAR program issues, and b) on administrative law problems, the blog series touches
on possible growing concern on brake and lamp inspections. The reality is that both brake and lamp technicians
and stations may be required (and thus face either administrative or possibly even criminal action) with respect
to testing the brake and lamp systems of vehicles that come into their shop. In addition to reading the firm's
blog, interested parties are urged to reach out directly to the firm's attorneys for information.

About Automotive Repair Specialists

Automotive Repair Specialists is a top law firm representing auto repair facilities, SMOG check stations, and
technicians in every facet of their legal needs including accusations from the Bureau of Auto Repair. The
company offers free phone consultations to auto shops, mechanics, technicians and others who are facing
disciplinary actions from the California Bureau of Automotive Repair.

Web. http://automotivedefense.com/
Tel. (415) 392-2886
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Media Relations
JM Internet Group
http://www.jm-seo.org/
+1 5108946169

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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